Daylight v1.3 LoCha Report

Most Notable 4

1. 525 features were fixed from relation check.
2. 566 features were fixed from nlp check.
3. 687 features were fixed from Atlas Checks sharp angle and road name gap
4. Stanley Reservoir's geometry was fixed.

Highlights

- Fixed Stanley Reservoir's geometry.
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/7822700
- Repaired geometry of Terra Indígena Waiãpi.  
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/3811320

- Fixed polygon of Barragem do Goitá.  
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/6188446
- Removed “BAYMAX” name on the road. 
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/way/688410325

- Fixed dragged node in Omaha. 
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/way/192586202
- Changed the road name from Atlas Check: Road name gap.
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/way/37928195/